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INTRODUCTORY 

Our first memorandum dealt chiefly with the problem 
of productio!L Both logically and as a matter of practical 
necessity, the question of production must come 
before that of distribution in a plan of economic PnllmlaarJ' 

development. This is because in a country of comparatively 
low production such as India, no system of distribution, 
however meticulously framed, will help to raise the standard 
of living unless production is vastly increased. But it does 
not follow that increased production will necessarily remedy 
the problem of poverty if it is not based on a proper system 
of distribution. The present memorandum sets out our views 
regarding distribution and also the allied question of the part 
to be assigned to the State in a planned economy. 

2. Our approach to these problems is two-fold. On the 
one hand, we recognize that the existing economic organiza· · 
tion, based on private enterprise and ownership, 
has failed to bring about a satisfactory distri· U..e of ap..-.Ja 

bution of the national income. On the other 
hand, we feel that, in spite of its admitted shortcomings, it 
possesses certain features which have stood the test of time 
and have enduring achievements to their credit. While it 
would be unwise to blind ourselves to the obvious weaknesses 
of the present· system, we think it would be equally a mistake 
to uproot an organization which has worked with a fair 
measure of success in several directions. 

S. Briefly, we plan for change but we also plan for 
stability and orderly development. It is our firm belief that if 
the future economic structure of the country is 
to function effectively, it must be based on these Twin foaadatiou 

twin foundations. It must provide for free 
enterprise but enterprise which is truly enterprising and not a 
mere cloak for sluggish acquisitiveness. It must ensure at the 
same time that th!,l fruits of enterprise and labour are fairly 
apportioned among all who contribute to them and not 
unjustly withheld by a few from the many. 



1.1 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL''INCOME 

4. The primary object of the plan of econonii 
development outlined in the previous . memorandum is tt 

improve the standard of living of the masses. 
Produetion ucl 
dU.trib"tlon In fact, increased production will be meaningless 
cloool:r related unless it is directed towards the eradication of 
poverty. An improvement in the generai standard of livin~ 
involves both increased production and equitable distribution 
and although we have dealt with them separately, they ar 
closely interrelated ·and react on each other. · 

5. At present our production is very small and it is no1 
equitably distributed. The average per capita income ol 

Dl•parlt:iea 
of Income . 

· Rs. 65 in 1931-32, to which we have referred 
in our first memorandum, is an arithmetical 
average which bears little relation to the income 

realized by the majority of. the population, which must be 
considerably below this figure. The per capita average itself 
varies from Rs. 51 to Rs. 166 in ru.ral a~d urban areas 
respectively. In 1931-32, one half of the total urban income 
was in the hands of less than 10 per cent of urban workers and l 
"even among the comparatively well-to-do class, whose annual 
ineomes exceed Rs. 2,000 a year, 38 per cent of their rtumbet 
could claim only 17 per cent of their total income, while a little 
more than 1 per cent were in possession of as much as 10 per 
cent of their total income", In rural areas, the income of 
.the majority of the people must have been less than the 
average of 51 rupees. This is because farmers holding 
less than 2 acres of land form, a large proportion of 
the cultivating class. Moreover, the agricultural labourer, 
whose wage is sometimes as low. a5 2 to 3 annas a day, 
and the cultivator are generally without any work for 
,3 to 6 months in the year. The increase in population since 
1931 must have considerably increased the pressure on 
this class. · 
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6. In so far as the volume and nature of production 
are ultimately determined by the consumer demand, gross 
inequalities ·in income tend to retard· the · 

. development of a country's economic resources. 
They prevent the needs of the vast majority of 

Equitable 
. diotlibulioll 

the population from exercising any influence on the volume 
of production, which.has naturally to be restricted, and lead to 
social cleavages and disharmony. Productive resources under 
these conditions tend to be devoted to satisfying the demands 
of the well-to-do classes while large numbers of people remain 
inadequately fed, clothed, housed, educated and medically 
cared for. The large increase in production which is postu· 
lated in the plan will be difficult to achieve if .the present 
disparities in income are allowed to persist. To this extent, 
therefore, equitable distribution is necessarily implied in a plan 
for increased production. A policy which specifically aims 
at. securing this object should have a double purpose: 
(ij to secure to every person a minimum income essential 
for a reasonable standard of living and (ii) to prevent 
gross inequalities in the incomes of different classes and 
.)ndividuals. 

7;. Concentration of the means of production in the 
hands of a small group of people has been considered 
one ·of the potent cau~ of the inequalities 
of income which prevail in the world at 
present, as it is · also to 'some extent an 

Owaerobip 
of mou• of 

prodactio11 

incidental result of . such inequalities. In the U. K. for 
example, it is estimated that 1 per cent · of the persons 
above 25 derive from their property rights about 20 per cent 
of the tOtal income of the country. "Unequal distribution of 
incomes from property makes for unequal distribution · of 
incomes as a wh,ole; not' only directly through its existence, 
but also indirectly through its effect on other incomes''. ·To 
secure an equita!>le· distribution of income, it is ther~ore 
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necessary gradually. to reduce the existing inequalities of 
wealth ·and property' and to decentralize the ownership of the 
means of production. Imposition of death duties and other 
similar levies, if undertaken, in pursuance of well defined 
social objectives, by a government fully responsible to the 
people, would contribute towards achieving the first object. 
Reform of the system of land tenures which we suggest would 
further help progress in the same direction. In the sphere of 
industry, we have already indicated in our previous memo
randum that the fullest possible scope should be provided for 
small scale and cot~age industries, particularly in the produc· 
tion of consumption goods. The process of decentralization . 
would be further. advanced by encouraging the widespread 
distribution of shares in joint stock companies, by regional 
distribution of industries and through the development of 
cooperative enterprises. Control by the State, accompanied in 
appropriate cases by State ownership or management of 
public utilities, basic industries, etc, will also tend to diminish 
inequalities of income. 

a.· It is necessary, however,.to make clear that although 
gross. inequalities ~re undesirable, total abolition of inequali· 

ties, even if feasible, would not be in the interest 
Total abolitiob of the country. SubJ' ect to the provision of 
of loequalitleo 
m><leoirable a basic minimum, it is desirable to leave 

enough scope for variations in income accord· 
ing to ability and productivity, This will provide the 
necessary incentive for improvement in efficiency which is an 
important factor in .the progress of a planned economy. 
Even in Soviet Russia, after the first flush of enthusiasm for the 
equalitarian ideal had passed, variations in industrial incomes 
have been allowed as an important motivating factor maldog 
for efficiency. The encouragement given to StakAa1UJ'I)ism is an 
indication of the change that is rapidly coming about. There 
is much forqe in what Lord Keynes says on the point: 



"I believe that there is soc_ialand psychological justification for 
· significant inequalities of 'incomes and wealth, buf not for 
such large disparities as exist tc-day. There are valuable 
human activities which require. the motive of money making 
and the environment of private wealth ownership for their 
full fruition. Moreover, dangerous human proclivities can be 
canalised into comparatively harmless channels by the 
existence of opportunities for ·money making and private 

·wealth, which, if they cannot be satisfied in this way, may find 
their outlet in cruelty, the reckless pursuit of personal power 
and authority, and other forms of self-aggrandisement". *' 

9. Side by side with the decentralh:ation of production, 
and control, ownership or management of public utilities 
and basic industries by the State, it is also 
necessary to adjust the rewards of the various 
factors of prcduction so as to further the 
reduction of gross inequalities. As a general 

Rewardo to 
factor• of 
prodaetloa 

rule, these rewards, 'l/'18. wages, interest and profits, should 
continue to be determined on the basis of demand and efficiency 
as :at present, subject to the overriding consideration that 
wages should not fall below a certain minimum and that 
interest rates should be controlled with a view to maintaining 
full employment. Profits should be kept within limits through 
fixation of pric~, restriction of dividends, taxation, etc. But 
care should be taken to leave sufficient incentive for improve· 
ment in efficiency and expansion of production. 

· 10. To secure a minimum standard of living we propose 
two classes of measures: (i} those that would raise the 
general level of income and (ii) those that 
would reduce the burden of individual expen· 
diture on consumption goods and services ,: e. 
the cost of living. 

MeuareJ for 
miDimum 

etaadard 



. . ~I,·> The measures which we have in view for increas
. in. g the genera. 1 level · of income and whicli 

Income level 
we · explain . in more detail in the para• 

graphs that .follow are i , 
'( ~) . provision of full employment, 

( ii) increaSe iii. efficiency, 

. . . · (iii) improvement in urban and rural wages, 

.. ( iv ) , .security of agricultural prices and development 
. of l.l!Ultipurpose cooperative societies, and 

.'(v )· · reform of the land system. · . 

· 12.,. Of ,aiJ.the measures that we suggest for ra.isiQg the 
general lev~l of incoJ1lE:~ in . India, provision ·of fuller . sc9pe 

for employment is the . most important, 
Although no reliable inform.ation regarding thi 
extent 'of unemployment or. under-employment 

in this countr:y is ~vailable, it is recognized tliat Jack of 
employment ,is one of the major cau~es of the poverty of our 
people.. :Pr?Yision of fuil employment for the working pat!: 
:of; l the: populati,on. would no doubt present fonnidable 
difficulties: : buJ! ·without it the establishment. ·of a decent 
~tandard··of living. would remain merely a pious hope. '·'lf 
th!l: giant 'ldle.Q.ess can be. destroyed, all ~e ot;her aims of 
r:et:ons.truGtlo(t c.ome ·within reach. If not,. they ·are out of 
reach in; ~t;iy ~iQ~s:senSe: ·and their fornial achievement .~ 
futile".* In geg~ral• ~. provision of full .timpl<;>ymen~ 
.~~~. en~ur.i~ f~r e!'er~ grown up person suitable opp~~
mttes ~or wning • his or her livelihood that is a: recogmtiOD 
<if the''individul!-!18 right 'to wor-k, 'increased mobility· of 
l~b?ur being an eSsential condition for achieving this object. . 
. . . . . . . ' .. :I .: '. I I .... ' .... ' . . . . ~ . .. . 
. > 113• We .~P~t .~t; the indus'trial expansion. whi~ 
we have suggested in our previous memorandum .~ 

• Sir William Bev'p<la~ .: ·. .f.'U.W. ·• s-..u.. ' . 
· ·' · , '" ·. ··, .. ';'1 ~--·w .. "'·' P• ~S , 



absorb a considerable part Of the working population when 
the . plan is completed. In order that the . new industries 
which would be established in the· country . 
should provide the . maximum volume of f'::'P::r.::::; 
employment, we have suggested a comparatively 

. low ratio of capital intensification ~: e. a smaller proportion 
of capital per worker than is usually met · with in 
industrialized countries, and the fullest possible development 
of small scale ·and cottage industries. · In ·this ·respect 
India will do well to take a leaf from the experience 
of Japan, where, as in India, labour is comparatively 
plentiful and capital scarce. Sl:atistical investigations show 
that about one half of. the persons employed in the manu
facturing industry of Japan in 1930 were. in workplaces 
employing under 5 persons each a;nd ab~ut _70,per c~t were in 
workplaces employing under 50 person's. According to 
huormation compiled by the Ministry of Commerce and Indus· 
try' workplaces employing between 5 and so workers ~ccounted 
for 29 per cent of the employment and 19 per ·,cent of 
the output in manufacturing industry •. The industrial coopera~ 
tives which have been recently developed in China might also 
prove a useful guide to India in this respect. Besides employ· 
ment ill industries, a large part· of the: population will be 
absorbed in trade and other services, which will necessarily 
increase in the wake of increased production and rising 
standards of living. And yet this will barely touch the 
problem of 'disguised unemployment' in agriculture which 
is the crux of the situation, · 

14. The agriculturist and the agricultural labourer are 
generally without work for periods. extending from s t~ 6 
months in the year at present This unemploy· 
ment occurs at intervals and is of a seasonal 
character. Provision of work during these 
periods of seasonal unemployment is of paramount 
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importance if a policy of . full employment is to b< 

successful. The steps which ·we contemplate for achievi% 
this object are: (i) introduction of mixed farming i. e. 
cultivation accompanied . by · dairy ~arming, market 
gardening, etc, (ii) cultivation of more than one crop in 
a year with the help of better irrigation facilities and 
increased use of manures, and (#i J provision of subsidiary 
industries which the cultivator can take up when he has no 
work on the farm. Among such subsidiary industries may be 

' mentioned the following: spinning and weaving, shoe making, 
paper making, tanning, gur making, soap making, oil crushing. ' 
fruit preserving, basket weaving, flour and.starch making, etc. 

15. The pattern of occupational distribution when the 
plan is completed would naturally be different from what it is 

to-day. Even where complete statistical data 
~b~l'::uo~ regarding existing occupational distribution 
' and future demographic trends are available, it 
is difficult to forecast with reasonable accuracy the nature of 
the occupational pattern that might develop after a period of 
fifteen to twenty years. For India this ·is specially difficult 
because the occupational tables for the 1941 census are not 
yet published. Some indication, however, of the occupational 
pattern that will result when the. plan Is completed may be 
attempted on certain bro.ad assumptions. We assume that 
the proportion of population engaged in different occupations 
when the plan begins to operate will be the same as in 1931 
and that our population may contiQue ~o increase at the rate of 
five mitlion per annum, which is the average rate of increase 
for the decade covered by the 1911 census. The volume of 
employment in industry~ which the investment programme 
envisaged in th~ plan would provide, is calculated on the basis 
of a capital equipment of Rs. 1,500 per worker and is added 
to the number of persons employed in industry in 1947 when 
the plan might come· into operation. This ratio of capital 
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equipment per worker seems reasonable if allowance is made 
for the fact that small scale industries would have an 
important scope in the economic development of the country 
and that adoption of shift working would be necessary with a 
view to economizing capital and providing as much employ
ment as possible. According to the 1931 census, the number 
~f persons employed in services such as public ad
ministration, trade, transport, professions, etc. was 80 per 
cent of that in industry. The development of social services 
like education and public health on the scale suggested in 
the plan and the needs of general administration and defence 
would, on the completion of the plan, absorb a much larger 
number of people in services than at present. The general 
economic development of the country would also lead to a 
substantial increase in trade and transport. However, since 
the development in services which we have postulated in our 
previous memorandum is proportionately much less than 
in industries, it is reasonable to assume that the total 
employment in services when the plan is completed would 
be about 60 per cent of that in industry. The rest of the 
population would be dependent on agriculture. On these 
assumptions, the distribution of working population accord· 
ing to the principal occupations in 19i2, that is, in the year 
following the completion of the plan, would be somewhat as 
follows as compared with that in 1931. 

OoouPA~IoN.U. DlBTJI.mUTroN IN 1981 & 1962 

Agricolture 
lndoatry 
Services• 
Total working 

popolation 
Total popnlation 

1981 1962 
millions 

106.9 
2ll.l 
19.2 

147.6 
338.1 

per cent 
72 
]/j 

18 

100 

millions 
129.7 
67.9 
s.u 

222.8 
494.0 

per cent 
68 
26 
16 

100 

•Tbls C)a,tegory inoluds, tmde, tra.nsport, government a.dministratiou, profesaiona 
and domoa~io servioe. l'enons living on their QWQ inoom.e or engaged in unprodua
tlve ooonp&tions, wh.,.. nnmber w .. l8laos In 1981,....., also added to this oategory lor 
'be sa.&e of oonvezaiauoe. 
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16, It should not be forgotten that a policy of full em
ployment, even if successfully carried out, does not necessarily 

Gapain 
ernploJIQent 
policy 

imply in practice that every person willing to 
work is always employed. In the first place,due 
to the inherent imperfections in the working of 

a social policy, which has to take into account a .number of 
incalculable factors, a small percentage of population will 
always be without work. Secondly, certain trades like the 
building trade, .being seasonal in character, give rise to 
seasonal unemployment. Finally, due to changes in 
the technique of production and to variations in demand, 
large numbers of employed workers are constantly being 
displaced. The number of persons who. would be 
witho~t work at any particular time owing to these 
causes could, however, be reduced to manageable 
dimensions if a well thought out policy of employment 
was· in existence. When the plan is sufficiently advanced 
and economic conditions are to a certain extent stabilized, 
it ought · to be possible . to devise schemes of relief like 
unemployment insurance for workers subject to unexpected 
and prolonged periods of unemployment. The government's 
public works progra~me, in respect of both new construction 
and repairs, should be regu1ated with a view to reducing the 
volume of seasonal and temporary unemployment. For 
those who are unemployed l>ecause of technological changes, 
suitable courses of training to fit them for new jobs should 
be framed. We believe that during the progress 
of the plan ·· the amount of construction work, which the 
investment programme would involve, would itself provide a 
very substantial increase in the scope for employment. 

17. As a result of the spread of generaf and technical 
ln.,.eaae In education among workers, better organization 
effl eien o:r of industries, especially small scale and cottage 
industries, better organization of agriculture a!ld trad'e, fuller 
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use of cattle power, provision of .cheap electricity, improved 
tools and appliances and fertilizers, etc, the general efficiency 
·of production is bound to record a marked improvement 
at the end of the planning . period. Under a system of 
decentralized production, the benefits of higher efficiency 
will be increasingly available to the smaller producer and 
the worker in the form of a corresponding increase in· 
their incomes. Since a higher standard of living arises 
largely from increased productivity of labour, improvement 
in efficiency of production is a material factor in raising the 
general level of well being. 

18. If every person is to be assured a minimum standard 
of living, it automatically follows that the general level of 
wages must increase and that the wage rates 
of industrial and agricultural labour must be 
gradually adjusted so that the present dis

Urban & 
rural wap• 

parity between them is reduced. ·The process of improvement 
must necessarily begin with the wages of agricultural labourers 
whose number was 80 million in 1931. It must be borne in 
mind that industrial wages and with them the living standards 
of industrial workers cannot be advanced beyond a certain 
limit unless at the same time the standard of living of the 
rural population is also substantially improved. Generally 
speaking, the daily wages of agricultural labour under pre
war conditions may be said to range from 2 to 5 annas a day 
for men, ll to 4 annas for women and 1 to 2 annas for children. 
The average wage of unskilled agricultural labour in 1939 was 
5 annas per day in the Bombay province and 2 annas 9 pies 
per day in the U. P: Even at these low rates the agricultural. 
labourer hardly found employment all the year round. 
Obviously, a number of these workers exist below the 
subsistence level, always an easy prey to epidemics and . 
famines. When the developments in agriculture which we 
have broadly indicated in our previous memorandum have 
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taken place and the reforms in th~ land system which we 
suggest elsewhere in this memorandum have been carried out, 
it will be necessary to fix minimum rates of wages for agricul
tural labour on a regional or local basis. With the develop· 
ment of cooperative farming, the enforcement of minimum 
agricultural wages, which otherwise might present formidable 
obstacles, would become less difficult; 

19. Although the establishment of a basic minimum 
wage for all occupations cannot be considered at this 

stage, a beginning may be made in certain well 
established industries like cotton textile, sugar 
cement, engineering, jute, mining, etc. . In tht 

M~JWn ..... 
waae 

initial stages, the minimum below which wages should 
not be allowed to fall should be related to the normal wage 
.l~vel prevailing in each industry. The minimum should be 
revi~ from time to time till it corresponds with a reasonable 
standard of living. The fixation of a minimum wage and 
its subsequent revision should be entrusted to a standing 
committee constituted fot each industry consisting of repre
sentatives of employers and workers and a few independent 
persons. 

20. Large fluctuations in the prices of agricultural 
commodities have been among the most important factors 

which have prevented agriculturists from mak· 
ing more sustained efforts to improve the yield 
of the land. To check these fluctuations in 

Aaricultural 
Pt-ie•• 

future and to assure to the cultivator a measure of security 
in respect of the prices of his crop, we suggest that, for the 
principal agricultural crops, the government should adopt a 
policy of fixing fair prices. In fixing a fair price, account 
should be taken of the cost of living in the area concerned 
as well as the cost of production. It would be necessary 
for enforcing .these prices to build .up adequate commodity 
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reserves which could be utilized to check violent fluctuations. 
To prevent a depression in the price! of specific agricultural 
commodities as a result of foreign imports, the volume of 
imports should be regulated by means of tariffs or by fixing 
quotas. It is possible that a large variety of agricultural 
crops may in future be subject to international agreements. 
Such agreements, provided, in respect of them, India is 
accorded representation on an independent footing, may be 
expected to lead to a fair measure of stability at a reasonable 
level in the prices of some of our staple crops. 

21. Another factor which prevents the cultivator ·from 
improving his output and consequently his income is that, 
because of the handicaps which he suffers in 
respect of the marketing of his crop, his realiza· 
tions fall considera~ly short of the prices which 

Cooperat!Ye 
aocietJet 

he might otherwise secure. There are several . reasons 
for the large differences observed in respect of most of our 
agricultural crops between the price paid by the consumer or 
exporter and the price realized by the cultivator. As the 
holding power of the cultivator is generally small, he has to 
part with his crop almost immediately it is harvested and it is 
well known that prices during harvest time are at their lowest, 
except, of course, in times of abnormal demand. Very often, 
the purchaser is the money lender himself to whom the crop 
is sold under a tacit understaDding, previously entered into, 
at what is generally an uneconomic rate for the cultivator. 
Only a small proportion of the cultivators take their produce 
to the marketing centres for sale. In most cases, for lack of 
adequate facilities for storage and finance, it is sold in the 
village itself, which prevents the cultivator from securing a 
better price. If multipurpose cooperative societies are establi
shed, the difficulties which the cultivator is experiencing at 
present in marketing his crop, particularly in the matter of 
adequate finance and storage facilities, would be removed and 
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his share in the price paid · by the final consumer ~creased. 
Special attention should therefore be devoted to this type of 
society which so fat appearS to· have found little encourage· 
ment in the Indian cooperative movement. Development of 
communications, standardization of weights and measures, 
regulation of markets, spread of commercial intelligence, 
etc. would further help the primary producer to realize his 
due share of the price. 

22. Along with the development of cooperative farming 
and irrigation, prevention of soil erosion and of water logging, 

· afforestation, etc, a fundamental reform which 
LudteiiUrel iS neCeSSary U the target for agricultural 

production which we have laid down is to be 
reached and if the income of the cultivator is to be r-aised is 
the r:eform of the land system. Ownership of the lan!i and 
its taxation, that is, land tenure and land revenue, are the 
two principal problems which require to be tackled in this 
connection. As regards ownership, ·the · systems of land 
tenure which prevail ht India to-day can be · roughly 
classified under three categories vii. (i) the zyot'IVari system 
under which land is ·.held· directly under the governmen~ 
by· individual cultivators who . are responsible ·for the 
payment of land revenue, (t'i) the makalwari. or joint 
village system under which village estates are held by 
co-sharing bodies, the members of which are treated as jointly 
and severally liable for the land revenue and (iii) the samin· 
tfa'J'i system under which one person or a few joint owners 
hold the land and are responsible for the payment of land 
revenue on the whole estate. The last two categories are 
essentially similar in character. According to whether the 
revenue is fixed permanently or is amenable to periodic revi• 
sions, the land tenure system is also classified. as permanent 
and. temporary, but that' is. not relevant from our point of 
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view.· The a~ under the ryotwari and the zamindari and 
mahalwari systems in British India is. shown below: 

Ryotwari 

Zaoiindari & mahahvari 

To till 

'Thousand acres 

188,034. 

826,998 

510,032 

Per cent 

86 

64. 

100 

F!'-rming in India is · predominantly tenancy farming 
Most of the cultivators are tenant farmers who acquire land 
on lease from the zamindars or bigger ryots on payment of 
rent. In this connection it is necessary to realize that all the 
bi.itd held under the zamindari system is not, as is sometimes 
contended, let out for cultivation to tenant farmers, nor is all 
the · lli.nd held under the ryotwari system cultivated by 
peasant· proprietors. In the ·united Provinces for instance, 

· which is a zalnindari ·province, as much as one fifth of the 
total cultivated area of 35 million acres is cultivated by the 
landowners themselves. On the other hand, in the Punjab, 
which. is . mainly a land of peasant proprietors, the 
western · part of the province ·is the stronghold of the 
landlord · and · the landlord is · too often an absentee. 
Contrary to the eqmmon belief, the actual cultivator 
under . the zamindari system; who in the large majority 

. of cases is the occupancy. tenant, is for all practical 
purposeS the proprietor of the land he cultivates, His rent is 
fixed save to the; very limited extent to which enhancement is 
possible under certain conditions : his holding is both 
heritable and transferable.· .· The various tenancy acts have in 
effect deprived the zamindar of a considerable part o( hii; 
proprietary right over the soil and rendered him to that extent 
a mere collector :of rent :similarly, the· incidence of :rent 
under the zam.iiulari ·system often compares favourably with 
rents pJ;evailing in theryotwari ,areas. . 
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2S. As a general proposition it is nevertheless true that 
·under the zamindari system the landlord has largely become 

. . a mere rentier and that the system as such 
Ryotwari has ceased to serve any national interest. 
syetem 

Nowhere· in India has the system created, as 
was e-s:pected of it, a class of landlords willing to supply 
capital for the improvement of the land and the extension 
of cultivation. Although the ryotwari system is not 
altogether free from the evils commonly . associated with the 
zamindari system, it has the great advantage of bringing the 
actual cultivator directly in contact with the State. This gives 
to the cultivator a better status and awakens the State to its 
responsibilities in the matter of cooperative farming, irrigation, 
.prevention of soil erosion, etc, without which even under 
a ryotwari system no agricultural improvement would be 
possible. The Floud Commission· which recently reported 
on the land revenue system of Bengal has after a thorough 
examination of the question recommended the introduction 
of the ryotwari system in the place of the existing zamindari 
tenures. We suggest the gradual application of this 
recommendation to the zamindari areas in the whole of India, 
where the landlord is not directly interested in the 
cultivation of the land he owns. As a first step, "the 
State should take over the landlord's functions and pay 
the landlord a fair rent for the land, deducting therefrom the 
expenses incidental to the discharge of these duties. Later on, 
when the State is in a better position, this may be commuted 
into a lump sum payment and the landlord's claim thus finally 
extinguished. For the immediate present, the link between the 
landlord and the tenant should be broken".* Side by side, it 
would also be nec.essary to c}).eck the transfer of land from 
cultivators to non-culti:vators and tp control rents with a view 
to reducing the attractivenes.s of land to speculative investors. 

B. Nanavali &_J; ;r, ADjaria: TllaiiNII<m Burlll PtoiJiem, p. 849 
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. . "24. Along with the establishment of a class of peasant 
proprietors, an urgent reform of the system of land revenue is 
also called for. At present the assessment 
of land revenue is not based on a uniform lAm! ..... enuo 

system. In certain areas the basis of assessment 
is rent while in others it is the net produce. There is also no 
provision for introducing variations in assessment according 
to price changes, while at the same time the settlement 
officers who assess the revenue have the discretion to modify 
the basic principles by introducing a number of ni.iscellaneous 
considerations. As a result, the incidence of land revenue shows 
marked variations in different areas. It is also fairiy heavy. 
The reform of the present system would therefore lie mainly 
in the direction of making the basis of assessment uniform 
all over the country, so as to secure equality in the 
incidence of revenue, while retaining a certain measure of 
elasticity by a provision to vary the assessment from 
time. to time in accordance with the trend of prices. The 
pitch of assessment should also be lowered, The general 
trend in other countries is to treat agricultural incomes in the 
same fashion as other incomes and to apply to them the 
principles of income tax-an exemption limit and a graduated 
scale of taxation. It is hardly possible at the present stage 
to determine how far it would be practicable, in the exigencies 
of public finance, to fiX . an exemption limit for agricultural 
income. But we consider that agricultural income above a 
certain level must be subject to income tax like other incomes. 
This has a~ready been done in Bihar and BengaL 

25. As a result of the measures indicated above, the 
lower incomes would record a steady improvement and 
consequently the income structure of the coun• · 

Ia come 
try would be more broad-based. For individual ditlribalio• 

iD 1116ll 
earners this improvement would arise from 
increased output as well as better prices. The cumulative 
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effect of the ' measures proposed on the incomes of the 
different occupational classes is roughly indicated in the table 
given below. The. table is based on the occupational pattern 
given in paragraph 15 and on the estimated income from 
agriculture, industry and serviceS at the end of the plan. It is 
assumed that persons following agriculture as their principal 
occupation would. alsa secure, through subsidiary occupa· 
tions, 5 per cent of the income from industry and services. 

A. VEBA.GE INOOl!E PER OO<rol'IED PBRSOJ!I 

~ic.ilture ' 
Industry 
Services 

1981 
Rs. 
114 
161 
264 

1962 
Rs. 
220 
868 
897 

Increase 
per cent 

98 
129 
60 

26. · The suggestio!ls made so far are calculated to 

increa.Se the incomes of those who ate at present below the 
subsistence le~el. The measures which. we 
propose for reducing the cost of Iiviilg fall 

into tWo categories :_ 

( i) provision of free social services e. g. primary 
and middle school education, adult education 

. and medical treatment ; and 

( ii) provision · of essential 'utility services e. K· 
electricity an~ transport at low costS. · · 

. . " ., . . 

27._ In our previous memorandum we have proposed a 
comprehensive scheme of education and medical relief. In 

Free aoc:ia.l 
aetvicef 

order that every person, whatever his means, 
.should be able to secure the benefits of. educa· 

· tion and medical relief, we have suggested that 
primary, middle school and adult education and medical 
treatment, both in rtiral dispensaries- and in hospitals, should 
be provided free of charge. · This would mean a considerable 
relief in the cost of living. . 
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28. At present essential utility services such as electrioo 
dty, gas, transport, etc, are supplied on a comparatively 
limited scale and for the majority of people at 
a cost which they cannot afford. We have 
proposed a large increase in the supply of these 

Ulilil7 
1enicea 

services and it is an essential part of our plan that their cost 
to the ~onsumer, both for domestic use and for cottage and 
rural industries, should be as low as possible and within the 
means of the ·bulk of the population. In order to achieve 
this object, we propose that these services should be subsidi
zed by the State to such extent as may be necessary and that · 
the margin of profit in such services should be subjected to 
.control. 

29. It is possible that in spite of these measures, due 
to unforeseen causes such as a failure of ·the monsoon or 
any other natural calamity, conditions of Jiving 
for large sections of the population may suffer a 
serious setback. To meet such emergencies, we 

Natiollal 
relief fund 

suggest the creation of a national wlt'ef fun(/ on the lines 
cf the present famine relief fund, but larger in resources 
and in scope, to be utilized as and when the need arises, 
A part of this fund should be held in the form of consumption 
goods which could be mobilized for instantaneous relief in 
times of emergency. 

SO. We are awire that our proposals do not constitute 
a complete scheme for providing security of income or 
freedom from want, which must be the ultimate 

Social ... C111'117 
.objective of economic planning. There are 
several contingencies such as sickness, old age, technological 
unemployment, etc, wh.ich are not specifically covered by these 
proposals. These contingencies cannot be met except by a 
.comprehensive scheme of social insurance. Although the 
need for such a scheme is urgently felt in India, we do not 
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think that it will be possible to inh::oduce it until (i) a policy 
of full employment has had time to work itself out and same 
approximation is made to a position of stable employment foi.
the greater part of the. population i. e. until the risks insura
ble are reduced to manageable proportions, and until (ii) the 
average individual income has risen sufficiently to meet the 
contributions necessary u·nder a scheme of insurance. We, 
however,.suggest that as in the case of fixing a minimum wage, 
a beginning. in·the direction of social insurance may be made 
by introducing sickness insurance and holidays with pay for 
.workers in organized industries. The scope of the existing 
legish~:tion in . respect of maternity . benefits should also be 
widened by making it applicable to all industrial establish
ments coming under the Factori~' Act in the whole of India. 

-. t ' • 

. . 31. The policy we have ·outlined so. Iai: is· mainly 
in~nded to secure -the first objective of an equitable distribu-

. tion of national income vis.· to assure to every 
Tasation of person a· minimum standard of living. To a 
ine:om·e• 

considerable extent it will also help to reduce 
gross inequalities of income; which is the second objective. 
The· most· important method, however, of .preventing gross 
inequalities is direct taxation, which in effect transfers income 
from the comparatively richer classes of society to the poorer. 
A steeply graduated income tax, which would keep personaJ 
incomes within limits, would obviously be the most important 
weaP.on for this purpose in the fiscal armoury of the country. 
·But in any sucll. scheme of · taxation1 consistently with the 
development prggramme envisaged in the plan, it is necessary 
to emphasize that adequate remission should be grante(} 
.in ·respect of · the depreciation of the assets employed . in 
production and that incomes plough~d back for increasing 
-industrial or agricultural production should also be granted 
·similar remissiG>n. Further, in .the taxation of personal 
incomes, .. distinction should be made between earned and 
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'unearned , income; so a5 · to make · the .·tatter taxable at a 
higher rate. As · a means ot correcting the existing in• 
equalities of . wealth,. the device :of' 'death duties, which 
has been successfully utilized in other· countries, might also 
be adopted. 'The advisabilitY of· taxing inherited estates 
more severely at the second and later transfers than at the 
first would be a further step in ·the same direction. It is 

, obyious that India Is fiscal system· will have to place more and 
more reliance _on direct taxation in futUre if the increase in the 
cost of administration which planning will involve is to be 
met and if provision is to'be made for free social services like 
education, medical treatment, etc.· and subsidies for essential 
utility services. · · · 

• 
. · . . _S2 •. ·. Throt,tghout our investigati~ns we have assumed that 
a programme of economic development of the kind we envisage 
should include the whole of India-the States aS 

ReI' io'IUd 
developm.eDt 

well as British India...:. in its scope. · A territo· · 
rially unbalanced economy will result in an 
imperfect utilization of the country's resources 
and also prev:ent its purchasing power from developing pari 
passu with the estimated increase in production. Not merely 
in the matter of industrialization but in almost every other line 
of development covered by our plan, the States, with certain 
notable exceptions, have tended to lag behind most parts of 
British India. We consider it a matter of the greatest 
importance for the future of India that economic progress 
should be so planned that, as far as circumstances permit, the 
targets as well as the pace fixed for ·the plan should have 
uniform application to British India and to the States. The 
objectives we have outlined :ai:e of. equal importance to 
~oth and, further, the development of each is to a large 
extent conditioned by that of the other. It follows there· 
fore that if a plan of economic dev~lopment for India 
is to achieve its aim to any tangible extent, it should proceed 



on the ·principle that, in the. results it seeks . to· achieve 
anti consequently in the sacrifices it demands, British India 
and the States should share alike. Although the · States 
represent ·two•fifths of the territory ·and one-fourth of the 
population of India, it must be recognized that industrial 
investment in the States, as also in backward areas in British 
India, remains disproportionately low. It is· clear· therefore· 
that there is much lee·way to be made up; Unless this dis- · 
parity is remedied, a proper regionaL distribution of economic 
development will be difficult to ·secure. Meanwhile, any 
unequal. distribution of ·financial :burdens between manu· 
facturipg concerns in British India and the States will operate 
to prevent a healthy all-round industrial development, since 
natural advantages under such circumstances will be swamped 
-by the. adventitious benefits resulting from differences iii local 
measures of taxation. · 

. 33. Taxation ori the scale we· have proposed ·wm place 
·a very heavy burden on the . country and will be justified only , 

if its utilization for the purposes for which it is, 
~:::;:J:: intended is ·fully ·guaranteed by a national 

· .. ~overnment Yesponsible to the people of. the 
.countcy.· It is necessary to emphasize this fact because, as 
-experience has often shown .in the past, it is a dangerous thing 
to vest large powers of taxation in a foreign government bred 
:in .traditions of imperialistic exploitation. Both out plan 
.of development and our proposals for meeting its cost , 
imply the existence of a responsible . national government as 
-an essential condition. Vnless this condition is satisfied,. 
there ~an be. no assurance that planning will be directed either 
,a.Jollg right lines or towards right ends, nor that the resources 
· rel(la.Se.d (or- the pqJ;pose :wi~l be wisely and fruitfully 
·expended, 
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TH~ STATE AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION 
. . . . . 

-• · _ 'S4. The nature and scope of the measures necessary 
to secure an Jlquitable distribution of the national income 
depend -to a iarge extent on the tines on which 
production is organized. This in its turn is · ~~:!":mi! 
influenced by the principles on which the ol'lf..m•tioa 

economic 'system· of the country as a whole is based. It is, 
therefore,- necessary to indicate the type· of economic 
organization which, · having regard to the· circumstances 
of , India, · would. be appropriate to the plan we have 
outlined. This- is a subject on which it is possible to hold 
widely different opinions .and which in the past has lent itself 

·to ac~te controversy. In considering it, we should therefore 
eschew preconceived notions and approach the question from 
a detached point of view. Since planning. is primarily a 
matter of organizing the human and material resources of a 
country, our aim should be to devise a, system which would 

._help to utilize ih~ to the maximum advantage. The plan 
must fit iri with · the general outloo" 'and tCaditions of our 
people and the cost of effic;iency in terms of human $uflering 
and loss of individual freedom must not be unduly heavy .. . . ; . 

· · 35. It is a rather widely held assu~ption that a planned 
-economy can only function within the political framework of 
a totalitarian government. This assumption is. State 

natural since in the two countries which have · t:l:':."~~ 
witnessed. the moilt impressive experiments in · · plaDaiDw 

economic planning undertaken in recent years, namely ~~v!et 
Russia and Gennany, the State has exerted over the activities 
of its citizens in every sphere of life a degree of authority 
which provides little scope (or the· exercise of individ?al 
freedom. · It is inevitable that in executing a comprehensive 
Jlan of economic development, especially in a country ~here : 
:he beginnings· of such development hav~ yet to be lat~, the I 
)tate should exercise in the interests af the communtty a 



considerable m~aS'u~= (i inter.ventl~n ~nd control. That ttili 
would be an indispensable featUre-:~f-planning was recogni· 

, zed. by us in our fi~st memorandum. We have, for instance, 
indicated in that memorandum that no economic de:velopment 

. of the kind proposed by us·would be feasible -except on the 
basi~ of a central directing authority and further that, in ·the 
initial stages of the plan: rigorous measures of State · control 
wo.uld be' required. to prevent an inequitable distribution of1he 
financial. burdens . involved in it. . An enlargement of the 
positive· as well .as preventive functions of the State is 
~:ssential to· any .latge .. scale economic planning. This is 
inhetent in the idea .of planning and its implications must be 
f\llly admitted. 

· 36.: .'This; ho\vever, ·is Mt. to'cbncede tha,t no society can 
undertake a comprehenSive and integrated p1an of economic. 
~ . : · ': · : develdpinen~ except by ciiscarding the funda· I 
~~":'!a:.:.:. .. mentai )?ostu~ates of demoCratic government. 
..... ' . . There 'is:m:i\varrant in logic or history fot I 
such a~ a5sumption; Ifcle~ocracie~·can successfully plan and 
organize. ~t~eir tesou·ices for wagirtg wars, it. s~nds to reason 
that th~y can do:..so equaU}r'f6r fighting sodial evils such as 
poverty, liisease a!ld I ~n!)rance. : Democracy rests on the 
be~i~f t~~ the f~e4om o_f ~~e individu,al to give Ml expres-
sion to his personajity is Qne ·of ~he S!lpte1lle values of life 
and · among its l?asic: ·.needs ; !he State cannot demand a • 
surrender. of that fre¢.om except for well defined ends and · 
except With the as~nt of the CQmriu~nity freely expressed 
through constitutional . channels and with opportunities fot 
the. free ~unctioning . ()f parties holding divergent views. 
If a pl~n~ed ecqnomy Jnvolves; as · it . necessarily must, 
the restrict_to~ of . indvidual . .freedom. in varying degrees, 
s~c~- restrtct:ol?- under a democratj.c government will be of . 
~tmtted dur~~~ll an~ ~?n_fined to specifi9 purposes. Whereas 
m a totahtanan soctety the individual· ,is. merged in the 
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S~te and belongs to it, having no rights · except' those 
which the· State chooses to confer, in a democracy the State 
J?elongs to the people a.Q.d is but a means of securing the fut, 
filmentof the individual's rights and therefore any restriction 
which it impciSes on his freedom must be justified by that test. 
We believe tha,t planning- is n6t inconsistent with a· democratic 
organization. of society.·, On the contrary, we consider that 
its~ objects will. be served· more ·effective! y jf the controls 
inherent in it are voluntarily accepted by the community and 
Ol)ly enforced with its consent. · 

' : S7. . In discussing different types of economic organiza· 
ti_o~ fr~m the p9int Of view Of p~aru¥ng, it is perhaps. worth 
:W~ile pointing out th~t the dis?nction which 
i~ ·generally. drawn . between captalisui and lle•l• priacipl•• 

~ialism is somewhat overdone, The principle . 
Of laisses fa ire, whic\1 is· regar~ed a,s · the domirlant note ot 
~pitalism, h~· duqng; the. last himdred years been so 
largeiy modified in !:he direction of . State in~ention in 
various spheres 'of llConomic a~tivitythat in_ many of i~ 
characteristic ~pects capitalism has been transformed almost 
beyond recognition, ·Similarly, -countries which in recent 

. years set ~ut to organize their econoinic life on orthodox 
Socialist lines have found it necessary in several important 
.~spects to accept capitalistic ideas in their effort to evolve a 
workable form of society. As a res~lt of these developments, 
th~ . distinction between capi~sm and socialism has lost 
much· of its significance from a practical standpoint. In 
many respects there is now a 'Iatge ground common to both 
and the gulf between the two is being steadily narrowed 
further. as each shows signs. of modifying itself in the 
direction of the other. In our view, no econpmic organiza· 
t:ion can function effectively or possess lasting qualities unless 
it accepts as 'its basi!l a judicious combination Of the 
principles associated ·with each school Of thought. These 
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principles may. be summed up as follows: first, that there 
should be sufficient scope for the play of individual initiative 
and enterprise; secondly, that the interests of the community 
should be safeguarded by· the . institution of adequate 
sanctions against the abuse of individual freedom; and . 
thirdly, that the State should play a positive role in the 
direction of economic policy and the development of economic 
resources. It is from this angle that we approach the . 
problem of determining the place of the State in a· planned 

· e.conomy in India. We believe that capitalism, in so far as 
it affords scope for individual enterprise and the exercise of 
individual initiative, has a very important contribution to 
make to the economic development of India. We believe 
at the same time that unless the community is endowed 
with powers for restraining the activities of individuals 
seeking their own ·aggrandizement regardless of public 
welfare and for promoting the main objectives of economic 
progress, no plan of economic development will succeed 
in raising the general standard of living or promoting· the 
common· good. "The· problem of this· century is to .find 
the most fruitful method of combining planning-the right 
kind and degree of planning-with freedom. Competition 
and central direction may, indeed, be so applied that they 
spend all their energies merely in frustrating: :each other. 
But if.:.they are sorted out and each appli~cf by:itself 
to the problems for which it is appropriate, ;there is ho 
i~herent reason to doubt. that an economy . based on both 
planning and free enterprist~ would be superior to either 
of the extremes". • · ' 

88. In dealing with the relation of the State to economic 
R61e of activity, it is necessary to make a distinction 
State between the rOle which the State may generally 
be expected to play in future, when a planned economy has 

• Tho Econo..W, May 18, 19U1 p; 689 · 
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~om: into • normal ' operation, and its . part . during· the 
1nte~1m per1od when the· plan is in process of being
earned out. As the role to be assigned to the State ini 

. n~rm~I ·times. is of more fundamental importance; we dea~ 
With 1t first. · · · · ·· : 

39. Coordination of general economic activity, manage:-: 
ment of currency and public finance, collection of statistical 
and other information, and adoption of legisla
tion to safeguard the inter(\Sts of economically 
weaJt cl!ISses are some of the more important 
functions which have now been universally 
recognized as legitimate duties of the State in the economic 
sphere~ We have, however, to deal here with another and a. 
more specific set of functions which are peing· advocated by 
important sections c;>f enlight~med opinion both in this countrY 
and outside. These functions centre ~ound ( i) owriership,,v 
( #) control and (iii) management. of economic enterpris~ . 
A widening of the economic functions of the State in these I 
directions i~ ad~ocated on the ' ground that unrestricted. , 
private enterprise, under the capitalistic system of production, · 
has not served the interests of consumers and of the com~ 
munity generally as satisfactorily as it should have .• We 
have, theret:ore, to determine the nature and scope of State 
activity in terms of these three factors in the economy which. 
W(1. visualize, · • 

40. Of the ·three ·factors mentioned· above, from the 
point of view <Jf maxi~um social welfare, State control: 
appears to be ·more important than ownership 

th Coatrvl ....,,... 
or :management. Mobilization ·of all e ;,,.portut. 

available means .0 {. production and their • 
direction . towards socially desirable ends is essential for 
achieving the maximum amount of ·social welfare. Over a. 
wide field it is not necessary for the State to secure 
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ownership or m~nagement of economic activity, for this 
purpose. Well directed and effective State control should 
be fully · adequate. State control of "this cb.aracter is, 

, however, bound to put important limitations 'on the freedom 
·. of private enterprise as it is understood at present.· Legal 
.ownership would lose some of the essential attributes . which 
.B,re attached to it at present, especially in respect of the use 
ind disposal of economic resources. ·Monopolies, for 
example, would <not be allowed to limit their output with a 
view to increasing their profits by raising prices. . Scarce 
;natural resources would not be allowed to be exploited 
without consideration for 'the future requirements .of the 
~o~ntry. The rightS attaching to private property · WoJ:!ld 
:Siatilrally be ·: greatly ·circumscribed. In the light ¢£' these 
.<:!ohside~atibnS, 'we indicate below in general tem1s the sectorS: 
dr ~onomic activitY which should be owned; controlled. anil: 

;tnartaged"by the State. · · :; ·. : ' ' :J · ': : 
.. " '· ' ' ' ' . . . . . . .. 

:: 41. State ownership is necessarily involv~ .i~ all cde.s ~ 
where. the Stat(l finances an enterprise which is important to, 

public welfare or. sepurity. State ownership 
J!'tate' · • 
.owDenhip' will also arise where in the public interest it~ 

. . necessary f()r the State to control. an industry 
.but f:he circumstances of tlie indlu>try are such that control iS 
j,neffective u~less i~ is ba.Sed on State ownership. ~ As regards 
·the former class, industries falling within this category may be 
·either entirely new industries or industries new to particular 
areas, and. in both cases may require financial assistance from 
-the State in the initia~ .stages. If later on private finance is 
prepared to take over, these industries, State owtlership may 

"be replaced by· priv:ate. ownership,' but it. is· .essential in 
-the public interest that th-e State should retain effective 
--control over them. · In the other group of indusl;ries in which 
State ownership exists because it .is a· ne~ssary means of 
.enforcing State·control, "lWttership by the State will be'!!- mor~ 
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<Jt · less permanent feal:ijre. In these cases where ordinary 
methods of State control have to be supplemented by State 
.ownership, it will be necessary I!S a rule to place management 
.also· in the hands of the State, The manufacture of materials 
exclusively required for war purposes and the organization of 
vitaL communications such as posts an,d. telegraphs are illus· 
trations of this class of industries. 

42. Enterprises own~ wholly or. partially by the State, 
public ,utilities, basic industries, monopolies, industries using 
or producing. scarce~ mitUral resources and . . 
industries receiving State aid should normally · St.ate control 

be subject to State control. The nature of.the , 
control tQ be exercised ~II vary from industry to industry and· 
from unit to . unit .in the. ~me industry according tQ . the' 
specific requirements of each case. The institution of 
adequate controls which would achieve the object in. view; 
without uriduly hanipering:the initiative of the,management, 
~d' the proper enforcement of such controls will preSent 
difficult problems; · The following are illustrations of the 
form which control may assume:· fixation of prices, limitation 
of dividends·, prescription of co!lditions of work and wages 
for labour, nomination of government directors on the. board 
Of management, licensing and 'efficiency auditing'-a 
development of cost accounting which will. be the ~atchdog 
of public interest rather than of financial interests in the 
limited sense. · . 

48. Where ~n enterprise is owned by the State, there is 
i Prima facie case for its management by the State. · But it· 
does not invariably follow that all enterprises 

aged b State 
owned by the State should also ·be man Y .......,... .. t 
it. · There are three alternative methods of · . ; 
management open in such cases: by the State, by private enter•. 
prise and by ad 1wt; public corporAtions. To some extent· the 
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deciding factor which determines which of these alternative 
methods should be adopted in any particular case is how far 
the, necessary personnel will 'be forthcoming under each 
method. But since · State ownership generally arises 
because the industries concerned are of public importance, 

, consi<Ierations of efficient management alone . cannot be 
allowed to settle the question. It is. necessary-to take intC> 
account also the wider and' more funClamental question of the· 
extent to which public welfare and security will t;e safe· 
guarded and promoted under each system. It is not· possible 
to lay down a general :rule. as regards this aspect of 
the question and each case must be deci~ed on its merits. · In 
the ultimate decision, the governing issue will be- whether 
State control is not sufficient to safeguard the public interest 
but in addition to it State management should also be 
provided. · 

44. . We have set out some of the leading considerations · 
by which the questio_!l whether an industry should be left to-

private enterprise or shou14 be owned and 
~:.":.'f:' managed by the State is to be determined. The 
. application of these considerations in particular 
cases. is bound to present difficulties and there will necessarily 
be a wide field in which decision will involve a nice balancing, 
of various factors. It will probably be found in these cases. 
that the arrangement which will best meet "the situation 
is a compromise between the two principies so that while some 
units of the industry are owned and managed by the State, 
other$ are left to private enterprise. . Where considerations of 

·efficiency on the one hand or public welfare on the other would 
not permit Df a clear cut decision, it is in the direction of a 
compromise on these lines between State and private enterprise 
that a practical solution may be sougpt. Public utilities of 
a monopolistic character and industries for the products of 
which the government are the principal customer w~uld ·among 
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.others be the main· industries. which would fall wi~in this 
category, Experience of working the same industry partly 
by Sta~ and partly by private enterprise will incidentally 
afford valuable guidance in shaping public policy in the 
matter. Moreover, the simultaneous operation of both 
systems in the same industry will provide a useful incentive 
and corrective to each ~ystem, resulting in. all probability in 
a maximum contribution to the well being of the community 
by the industry as a whole. "There is no need to socialise 
at once all the forms of production it may prove desirable to 
socialise some .time: nor is there any reason why a form Of 
production, socialised at first, should not be handed back, 
under proper safeguards, to private enterprise if socialisation 
does not yield good results. Within a single branc\1 of 
production there may be some parts which it is desirable to 
socialise, and others which are best left under private owner
ship and control. The less . rigidly the line is drawn, the 
more room will there be both for diVerse experiment and for 
suiting different types. of men and women with. jobs ln which 
they have a decent chance of being happy". • · ............. 

. 45. The general propositions regardi~g State activity 
in the economic sphere which ·we .have enunciated above will 
hold good even during the planning period. 
But during this ·period; in addition to the 
controls embodied in these propositions, the 
.State will have to ·adopt· a number of other 

Coatrol 
<hll'i"'' 

plaaJtl.q 
period 

controls of a temporary character. Without them a planned 
economic development will be hardly possible. To a large 
extent the controls to ·be instituted during the planning· 
period will be similar to those which are in force at present 
under war conditions and to which the country has become 
more or less accustomed ; but they will be better co
ordinated and more systematically administered. 

',G.· D. E!, Oolo : GrltJI Bmam i!' 1M Po1N1M World, p, Sl 



spheres: 

'(i) 
(ii) 

. (iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 

... 
' ' 

pro,!luction, 
distribution, 
consumption, 

S2 

hlvestment, . 
foreign trade & exchange, and 
wages and ~orking conditions. 

. Control of p~oduction will . ai.nl at a proper allocation of 
resourceS so · as to· Secure better regional distribution of 

. Coatrolo. economic 'enterpris~ and .to reach the targets 
illamatod · set for the different branches . of industry. 
the control will operate. chiefly through a system 
p{ licences for establishing new units and for extending 
eJ>isting ones. . Ojstributio~ will be controlled primarily with 
the object ·of· determining. priorities for the release of raw 
materials, semi-finished materiils and capital goods. In thf' 
~arly stages of planning, control will also ·include :rationing 
and distribution of consumers' good!!. The objectives to be 
kept in view in controlling tonsutription will be to etiforce fair 
s~llmg p_rices for essential goods. and for' goods manufactured 
by industries receiving State assistance and also to prevent 
inflation. As· regards .investment, control will imply tbl,l.t 
new capital issues should be approved by the State so as tO' 
secure a proper distribution of available resources, to 
prevent mflatlon, to provide for the orderly developm~ntof 
new ent~rprises · and generally to ~intain and ._promote the 
interests of Indian nationals. _ ·Trade and exchange will 

'.be subjected to· control to such extent as may be ·required 
for conserving foreign exchange.- and for ·pt:otecting Indiao 
industries. · The control of wages and' working conditions wiii 
_aii:n at ensuring; riot merely .fair conditions for labour, but 
al~o efficiency of management, particularly m public 'utilitY 
concerns and protected industries. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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· . 47. The wide powers o£ direction and contr~I, with whic)J 
the State would be invested for the successful·execution of the 
plan, would be exercised through a national 
government rE)sponsible to the people. "The Natloaa~ 

IOvel'llmOat-· 
strength of State Authority, not in the physical . 
sense, but in' the moral.sense of a genuine submission on the 
part of the great majority of the population, is an important 
factor in the success. of planning''.* To achieve this moral 
strength and to ensure harmonious and uninterrupted working 
during the planning period, the personnel of government should 
be .adequately .representative of everj considerable body· 
of political thought and sentiment in the country. It is also 
necessary that' while sufficient powers of coordination are 
vested in . the central government, the administration of 
economic policy should be delegated to . provincial and local 
governments on a basis of wide decentralization. The 
various controls, both pemianent ana temporary, which have 
been indicated will not be effective unless the. State has at its· 
dispo~al a specialized agency possessing .the necessary know· 
ledge and experience for handling economic matters •. For 
this purpose a new .. service-an·· .economic civil service ..... 
should be establiShed in the. country composed of persons 
~ith. the special education, ·training and experience appro
priate to the economic functions of the State • 

. · . · 48. . The general shape of the economic «ganization 
which will ~erge if our proposals are carried out is not 
unlike the type· of society which Professor 
Pig0u · foreshado~ in· his book, .Socialism 
versu{l Capitalism. We quote the following 

Future 
economic 

o.rp,aiutioa 

pa$iage from it which, mutatis mutandis, is applicable to the 
s·oi:iety we have m view and the. r6le which the State will play 
in· it: •'lf, then, it were in the writer's power to direct his 
counn;.'s destiny, he would accept, for the ti.ine being, the 

• ll', Zweig: The. Pta.nnlng of If,. Sooillitl p. li66 
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'":::::.:;ll::;::..: .... ~:::':l""" "' ' . . . . 
· iM&Jl :9r'tture.Jof ~!l~ita~istrl:;.:but· he ;~ould modify 'it 
':gr,Aually. Jie :w~ula 'us~ the·:weapon of ·gr;l.dua~~ ·death 
-duties and gr~duated.income tax; not merely:as l!1$trumentl1 

. 'Of rev~ue, l>ut 'With the del~~er~~te purpose. of Qiminishing th~ 
glaring. 'inequ~lities~. of.fortuile and opporl\ii!lity which peface. 
our· pf~ent ci!ilisation. ·:·¥e .. :w~uld :take a lea£ fro~ the· 

. ·book. of Soviet Rt!ssia and· .remember that the most impo~t. · 
b\ves~ent, of, ~11 :is: r~v~~t in th&h_~lth, ·intelligenc'e. and·, . 
.characte~ ;of -:the :people;'. · ,T Q advocate •eco1.1omy' in thjs field 
Wol,ltd, under: ~-g~v.erhment,_ be _a, criminal .'Offe~ce •.. NJ. 
indusmes.ci.ffectei:lmth.a public interest, -~r cap!lble Of:w.i,eld~. 
~'.Jl10DO,POly .,ower, he WO~id :subject 'at leasf ,t~ public 
supervi;>ibn a.nd control.·.· Some of them; :certainly. the ~anu, 

' .facture o'f ~~.rtnaments,• probably the coal in~ustcy, .pdS~ply .• . ' ' ~ .. '' . . 
th~. r#.W!lYS; .lie: :would, nationalise; hot, Qf· :c:our~, on the : 
. pattern of the .Post Qffice~.1:iu~ throttgJl.. p\abUc boards or•colll>" · ~ 
.. mis5iC:lns. The Bank' of'Engtapd he w:Ould make .in name,.,.. . 
:l'fh~t'itis already in effect.:;.a·~iib.lic)ttstitution; .with US>ti'!Jc• 
tiom; to USe its power jlo mitig<.tt;e~ ·So,fat aS may be; 'iioJei:i~ 
fllictuatiom; in <industry. a.Dd: . e~pl-dymen~. _,.If all went ¥illt;· . 
further steps ·toward.$ . .nationalisation 'of .important industries . 
w~~ld be f:a!ten· 9Y degrees; . In ;toritrolling and . developinif 
these nationalised: mdustri~l. the. :central government 'would 
inevitably ~ed .to 'plari,..~a.n. appidpri!ite allocation for ·11-

. large part; of .the couptry!li a.imual inVllS~eat in: new capitail • 

. w~ ~ ~~gs had been. a.qCOil.lp\islt.ed, the writet ;rould 
. com;1der his penod of o(fice ·at at) end, and w.o11ld ·SJlrrtmd~ 
fue. reins of governm.ent. . In his potitica.l testament n11 YJOill<l. 

· recommend his. successor ~lso to follow the path '?£ gradual· 
1ness..:,..to mould and transform, not violently to uproot; .bu~, 

. : he would . add, in · large capitals; .a . final' sentence1 tll;l.( · 
gradualness imp~es actio~·· and is· not a polite: narrie. ~ot' 
· standing still.'~: · · · ' · · ~ · · . . ·, 
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